Ch. Ataman of Alpine

Male. White and black
January 23, 1949 to January 29, 1955
Bred by Bobbye Potter

Owner: Mrs. G. Clifton Potter
Stockton, CA

Peter was the sire of twelve champions. He is pictured above at six weeks of age.

Finis Nicolaus
Lavas Micha of Wladislaw Monasterium
Helmarhois Wladimir
Tjaka Romanow
Ch. Bolshoi of Romanoff
Orel of Romanoff
Bolkov
Krasny Volga

Finis Pjotr
Ch. Midtfyn’s Boja (Danish import)
Hollywood’s Lola
Ch. Kuzjani of Millvale
Ch. Marvola Adams
Versam’s Patrusha